## Sunday, October 27

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10:00 - 11:00 AM | Welcome & Registration for Workshops | **Autonomous Driving**  
Understanding Autonomous Driving w.r.t technical innovations and hurdles.  
Estimating the massive business impact that will come along and acknowledging the positive implications and uncertainties that it will bring to our societies, cities, and landscapes  
Technical Level: Advanced Level  
---  
**Intro into Machine Learning**  
High-level introduction into machine learning, deep learning and artificial intelligence, setting boundaries, defining terminology  
Give an overview of the three dimensions of Machine Learning: Natural Language Processing, Data Science, and Computer Vision  
Technical Level: Introductory Level |
| 11:00 - 12:30 AM | **Autonomous Driving** | Understanding Autonomous Driving w.r.t technical innovations and hurdles.  
Estimating the massive business impact that will come along and acknowledging the positive implications and uncertainties that it will bring to our societies, cities, and landscapes  
Technical Level: Advanced Level |
| 12:30 - 1:00 PM | Lunch Break |  |
| 1:00 - 2:30 PM | **Quantum Computing**  
Dr. Christian Bauckhage  
Professor at Fraunhofer Institute for Intelligent Analysis and Information Systems IAIS | **Designing Good AI**  
Dr. Christian Djeffal  
HIIG, Berlin  
Participation and co-design of artificial intelligence technologies that are already shaping our lives  
Examples: Intelligent traffic, algorithms for customs and tax administration, robotics for police  
Technical Level: Introductory Level  
---  
Technical Level: Advanced Level |
| 2:30 - 3:00 PM | Networking Coffee |  |
| 3:00 - 4:30 PM | **ZEIT Stiftung: Towards a Digital Bill of Rights**  
Daniel Opper  
Die Zeit | **AI Startups**  
Silicon Valley AI startups founders & VC's discuss with an entrepreneurial minded audience, share advice, lessons learned and strategies for founding an AI startup  
Technical Level: Advanced Level |
| 4:30 - 6:00 PM | **Policy Bootcamp** | **TBD** |
| 6:00 - 9:00 PM | Drinks in Downtown Mountain View |  |
| 9:00 - 10:00 PM | |  |